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1. Overview of Global Resource Management Program
GRM Program was conceived in response to the university’s principle of providing an “education
of conscience” and its aim to create a new interdisciplinary graduate program that reflects the
university’s success in globalizing its education.
This is a program unique to the university in which the spirit of the university’s founder, Joseph
Hardy Neesima, lives on. Instead of producing elitist leaders, this program will foster global leaders
who work in developing countries, especially troubled countries and regions. The aim is to tackle
issues from the perspective of local people by utilizing integrated knowledge from both the sciences
and humanities.
The purpose of GRM is to cultivate the necessary disciplines in human resources by cooperating
with each other in a multicultural society. GRM teaches the necessary skills for advanced levels of
professional human resources, active in the wide field of society. GRM program also aims at
nourishing and building of fundamental abilities such as multilateral perspective, versatility, and
applicability in parallel with academic fields and areas of study.
GRM is an additional educational program at the level of graduate school for a period of five
years, combining Master’s and Doctoral Degree Programs. The credits for the GRM program are
taken besides the credits of a respective graduate school, required for the completion of Master’s
Degree Program and Doctoral Degree.
Upon completing and passing the required examinations in both the respective graduate school
and GRM Program, students will receive a doctorate diploma indicating successful completion of the
program.
For course enrollment, the following points are important features of GRM curriculum.
- Entrance examinations are not required to enroll in GRM Program.
-T
 he students who do not aim to complete doctoral degree and the GRM program are able to take
GRM courses.
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Overview of the GRM Program
Evaluation for Program Certification
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In this program, students are required to obtain the credits of designated courses to pass
Intermediate Evaluation and Evaluation for Program Certification.
Students who aim to complete GRM Program are required to register in GRM Program by
completing required procedure before starting the forth semester of Master's. Once a student
registers for GRM Program, the credits obtained through GRM courses will be included for completing
GRM Program, and not be counted as the credits required for completing the Master’s program in
Graduate School of Global Studies.
A student who takes GRM courses as “a student who does not aim to complete GRM Program”
can register for GRM Program as “a student who aims to complete GRM program” by registering for
GRM program before starting the forth semester of Master's.
Evaluation for Program Certification will be conducted for students who obtained required credits
(20 credits or more) for completing this program, passed GRM Intermediate and GRM Final
Evaluation, and those are eligible to take an examination of the doctoral dissertation.
Ph.D. graduates who accomplish the requirement of GRM program get additional acknowledgement
on their degree.
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2. Notes regarding course enrollment
● Students must register GRM courses through the “DUET” system.
●T
 he GRM program courses have multiple course codes, which are different for students who
aim to complete the program and for students who do not aim to complete the program.
●T
 he credits registered as a course code for students who aim to complete the program will
NOT be counted as the credits required for the completion of Master’s/Ph.D. program in
Graduate School of Global Studies.
● For students enrolled in and after AY2020:
	the credits (registered as a course code for students who do not aim to complete the GRM
program) will be counted as the credits required for the completion of Master’s program in the
Graduate School of Global Studies. However, these credits must not exceed ten credits, and
students must request permission from the Graduate School of Global Studies.
● For more details, please see “Advance Doctoral Program in Global Resource Management
(GRM) Program Guide”.
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